Disrupting Tea
Industry, Delighting
Tea Lover’s Palate
rasbor

Highlight
Strong network presence
across India and Nepal.
Delivers the utmost fresh teas
within 24-48 hours of its
production to locations
worldwide.
Hand-picked selection of
over 150 teas from
over 75 plantations,
and delivers to over
65 countries.
Within just 3 years of
existence, it has served
30 million cups worldwide.

This is how Teabox is
transforming Tea Industry and
bringing the original taste back
to tea enthusiasts across world
Founded in 2012, Teabox is disrupting the billion dollar tea industry process
through its multi-country store. With strong network presence across India and
Nepal, Teabox has pulled out this feat of delivering the utmost fresh teas within
24-48 hours of its production to location across worldwide. The teas are vacuum
packed in containers which are designed to withstand the tough sea, air and land
journey to abroad. The delivery reaches the buyer within 3-5 business days
irrespective of his location.
The organization has a hand-picked selection of over 150 teas from over 75
plantations and delivers to over 65 countries. Within just 3 years of existence, it
has served 30 million cups worldwide. With ever growing sales and market
penetration worldwide, Teabox needed a stronger, more efficient and responsive
and remodeled platform. That is why, Teabox collaborated with Rasbor.
Rasbor is a digital transformation agency and provides full scale digital
technology services. Rasbor remodeled almost entire platform, built a responsive
site, and added host of functionalities. All persisting issues were identified and
addressed. This further enhanced performance.

Tea is the most consumed beverage in
the world. Teabox wants to make it the
most favorite.

“Rasbor, as a
technology partner, has
put in its technology
prowess into making
Teabox the best it could
get.”

Objective:
Global user integration

Remodeled Teabox platform
Optimized performance

Responsiveness across devices
user integration
Better carting experience

Better customer insight

Improved communication flow
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Notably, In terms of consumption,
export and production of tea, India
is the world leader, with 31% of the
global production. The global tea
industry stands at $37 Billion in
2015 and is growing at constant
pace. Teabox generates its 95%
revenue from abroad. In 2014,
Teabox enjoyed 10x growth in
terms of orders/revenue.
With 14% CAGR since 2011, tea
market size in India is estimated to
be approx. 33000 crores in 2015.
Tea production has witnessed CAGR
3% over the last 10 years. In 201415 (Apr-Nov) tea and mate worth
$456 Million was exported from
India and it stood as the fourth
largest exporter of tea in the world.
The Challenge
Teabox had the peculiar idea of
selling a consumable product – tea,
which is more associated with feel
and smell, through online store. To
address this challenge, Teabox
identified following solutions establishing robust logistics and
inventory management; and
leveraging technology to
accomplish it and deliver successful
customer experience.
The multi-country store had been
experiencing performance issues,
lack of responsiveness, and need
for remodeling. Plus, array of
persisting issues needed fixing.
Regular technical support for
continued business activities was
another need. Rasbor worked on
these challenges and addressed
them. Together, Rasbor and Teabox
worked in achieving these
objectives.

Solutions Delivered
Responsiveness. The Teabox site is
responsive across all devices and
OS. Exhaustive testing carried out
to achieve perfection.
Order Process Improvement.
Rasbor delivered solution for
replacing cancelled orders. This
allowed customers to replace their
cancelled order, if they wished.
Earlier, customers did not have this
option of replacing their cancelled
in case they had a change of mind.
Subscription Process Enhancement.
Rasbor refined Quiz based
subscription. It helps customers to
find perfect set of teas for
themselves. Customers have to
simply answer a few questions on
their preferences for tastes. Based
on this, Teabox suggests
personalized subscription plan.
Customers have option of changing
the suggested plan.
Later on, Rasbor replicated
Subscription module for English
platform to Russian and Chinese
platform. Inclusion of feedback
questionnaire for subscription
cancellation helped gain insight into
customers and added on service
and product improvement.
One-Page Checkout. This feature
reduced navigation and innovatively
clubbed together multiple pages
into one, thus giving enhanced
experience to customers.
Navigation was optimized and
buying experience made a very
smooth one.

With its pool of
certified and
experienced
Magento
professionals,
Rasbor is capable
of executing
projects of all size.

Promotional Activities Support. Promotional activities required zero-dollar
charging to customers. Rasbor pulled off its implementation thus ensuring
continued business support. In addition, Rasbor seamlessly integrated a
third party referral program application into Magento.
Reduced Catalogue Upload Time. With Magni, a third party app, and
Magento Integration executed by Rasbor, Teabox could upload huge
number of products at a time to back end. This greatly cut down time
spent on uploading products.
Smoothened Payment Process. Addressing issues around integrated
Payment Gateways optimized the payment process. This not only
enhanced user experience but also added to sales. Failure rate for
Payment Gateways was decreased.
Better Communication Flow. Communication flow with customers was
improved. Rasbor incorporated updated email structure, added missing
links for Addition and Cancellation of Subscription module and updated
contents for the site as and when required.
Plus, Third party SMS API was seamlessly integrated with Magento.
Customer received messages based on set trigger points. Thus, ensured
customers are kept updated with their purchase status.
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Solution
Order process improvement

Subscription process
improvement

Better communication flow

Product feature addition

Google analytics integration

Smooth business process

With minimal technicalities involved, the SMS API was made easy enough
for use by person with a limited technical knowledge. This ensured the
client received control over it. Moreover, Flexibility introduced through
customization made technology stack independent of any particular API.

One-Page checkout

Global User Integration. Account management for multi-language sites for
China, Russia, and India was streamlined. Duplicates removed from all
language sites. This helped cut time spent on database size and
maintenance.

Reduced catalogue upload
time

Impact
Reduced cancelled orders

Customer base growth

Significant improvement
on catalogue upload time
Improved payment
success rate
Reduced database size and
maintenance time
Streamlined global
account management
Better page loading

Subscription process
enhancement and
subsequent replication
into other languages
platform by Rasbor
has provided greater
customer insight to
Teabox.
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Product Feature Enhancement.
Insightful review features
incorporated into product page.
Customer could provide his rating
on purchased product on various
factors responsible for making fresh
tea that is. This helped improving
any shortcoming in product or
service. Plus, it helped customer in
choosing perfect teas.
Improved Carting experience. The
navigations control remains with
the customer as he adds a product
into cart. He can either smoothly
avail of one-page checkout or
continue shopping as he wishes.
Product and Other Migrations.
Products database smoothly
migrated to Magento. Host of
Migrations for store credit, orders,
cart products, shipping and billing,
and product review implemented.
Performance Optimized. Integration
with Content Delivery Network
enhanced performance as web
contents were delivered based on
proximity criteria. Rasbor made
substantial reduction in Time to
First Byte, Minifications of all
scripts and links, Image
optimization, etc. These changes
further optimized the performance
of the site.
Google Analytics Integration. It
brought several advantages to the
platform. The client can track
website traffic, review online
campaign and targeted ads, and
conversions. It increases sales and
lead generation, identifies poorly
performing pages and provides ecommerce metrics.
Improved Page Loading. Images are
loaded chunk by chunk based o
customer’s scroll rate. This reduces
server load as well as ensures
customer is not confused with flood
of choices.
Smoothened Business Process.
Performance of Payment Gateways
improved, Gift wrap feature
smoothened, billing and shipping
detail structured, etc.

Benefits to the Client


Increased customer reach
and experience brought
about by Responsive
platform.



Increased customer
satisfaction and sales due
to inclusion of control that
allowed the client to
replace canceled order if
customer wished.



Reduced Payment failures
increased customer
satisfaction and retention.



Reduced catalogue upload
time.



Saved time for customer
with easy checkout feature.



Increased customer
insight, saved marketing
cost through Google
Analytics integration.



Increased global customers
experience through
optimized Payment
Gateways.

Technology Stack
A very powerful technology stack was used to architect this
complex implementation.






PHP 5.0, JavaScript, Ajax, JSON, HTML, XML, CSS
JQuery
Magento Enterprise Edition
MySQL
Git, Magmi, PHPStorm, Sublime Text



Magemojo, XAMPP

Top features








Optimized navigation through one-page checkout
Responsive across devices and OS
Replacing canceled orders feature
Subscription process module for Russian and Chinese
language platform
SMS API integration
Third party integration to achieve large product upload
from back-end in less time
Tracking website traffic, reviewing online campaign,
targeted ads, increased lead generation all made
possible by Google analytics integration

Results
Smooth business process

Flawless subscription service
to global buyers

Remodeled and performance
Optimized site
Revenue uplift due to
replaced canceled orders
Increased average time spent
on site
Improved communication
cycle with customer
Full integration with
administrative workflows
Powerful e-commerce tools

Growth from repeat business
and additional clients
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rasbor - We are the next generation digital transformation agency.
We speak Design semantically right with Technology.
Our passion to craft unique and complex eCommerce experience encourages us to
deliver pathbreaking solutions.
What motivates us? Our People. Our Passion. Our Persistence.
Rasbor was established in the year 2012 with the purpose of generating
multifaceted workforce for the eCommerce domain. We are proud to be among the
early adapters of Magento in India. Our team of 110 people are adding value to
nearly 300+ businesses on national and international level.
We are the ﬁrst movers in Magento 2 implementation with our other disruptive
solutions like Haatify, Designa, SubCom and Mebly.
The drive to succeed and create something unconventional is our differentiator. Our
5D process of Discover, Design, Develop, Deploy and Digitize covers a plethora of
services that will help you implement best eCommerce practices in optimal time
with maximum beneﬁts.

